I. PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION

Today’s large-scale distributed computing systems (LSDCSs) integrate (tens of) thousands of resources. Infrastructures such as the WLCG, the NorduGrid, the TeraGrid, the Open Science Grid etc., offer similar or better throughput when compared with large-scale parallel production environments [1], [2]. However, two problems threaten to cancel out the benefits of this integration. First, the integration brings about performance, reliability, and functionality issues. Second, there is a lack of published test data that the community can use to compare and improve existing solutions. To address these two problems, we present in this work GRENCHMARK, a framework for testing LSDCSs.

The complexity, the heterogeneity, or simply the sheer scale of the production LSDCSs expose their current problems. Early testing in real grids reveals much lower performance than expected from simulations [3], failure rates from 10% and up to 45% [4], [5], [6], [1]¹, and functionality problems of around one in every three tests for widely-installed grid services [8]. Repeated and realistic testing is a proven industrial way to alleviate these problems, but such testing is difficult in LSDCSs: the requirements are poorly understood, there are few real workload traces to be used as input, and there is no tool that can generate realistic workloads for testing purposes.

The lack of commonly-used testing practices is wide-spread in LSDCSs. As a consequence, there are no comprehensive comparative studies, and there is no effort to publish anonymized test results in a standard format. This reduces the ability of LSDCSs to gain industrial acceptance, makes their tuning difficult and case-by-case only, and prevents scientists from identifying and focusing on meaningful research problems. For example, we show using GRENCHMARK that tuning the system to reduce trivial overheads can significantly improve the system’s performance, and that for some classes of workloads relatively little performance remains to be gained by improving the scheduling algorithms alone [9].

The GRENCHMARK framework completely automates the testing process from workload specification to obtaining results. Compared with related work [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], it covers the complete LCDCS testing process, and has unique workload analysis and modeling, and results analysis and storage features. Our reference implementation addresses the practical problems of testing, and, in particular, it can create appropriate and repeatable experimental conditions for a large variety of environments.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Design Goals for LSDCS Testing Frameworks

In this section we synthesize the design goals for testing large-scale distributed computing systems. Our motivation is twofold. First, large-scale distributed computing systems (LSDCSs) have specific testing requirements, e.g., unique workload characteristics, the problem of scale. Second, in spite of last decade’s evolution of tools for various testing purposes (see Section II-B), there is still place for improvement, especially in managing tests for the testing community, e.g., sharing best-practices, and test and provenance data storage. Below we present seven design goals (in four categories) specific to frameworks for testing LSDCSs. In Section II-B we evaluate the related work according to these design goals.

1) **Realism** To perform realistic tests, there is a need for realistic LSDCS workload generation. However, the realistic workloads are not a goal per-se; a workload may be realistic for one scenario, and unrealistic for another.

2) **Reproducibility** Compared with existing computing systems, LSDCSs have dynamic availability and varying load. However, unlike the Internet, in many cases the full system state can be recorded. Thus:

   a) **Same Environment** There is a need to ensure that tests are (re-)performed in experimental conditions that match the test design (e.g., test workload, background load).

   b) **Data Provenance** There must exist support for provenance – where a piece of data comes from, and through which process [15] – and result annotations. In some cases the experimental conditions must be recorded as a complement to the test results.

3) **High-Performance** The testing framework must cope with the scale of the tested system. In particular:

   a) **Workload Generation and Submission** The workload generation and submission are the only part of a testing framework whose performance is related to that of the tested system’s. For example,
TABLE I
A SUMMARY OF TESTING PROJECTS IN DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Sub-Area</th>
<th>Design Goals (see Section II-A)</th>
<th>1 Required</th>
<th>2 Reproducible</th>
<th>3 High-Port</th>
<th>4 Extensible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DiPerF [17]</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid/Cluster benchmarking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARM [16]</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid/Cluster benchmarking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMI Test [8]</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- + signs denote a feature that is present, for which an insufficient approach has been taken. 
- - signs denote a feature that is present, for which an insufficient approach has been taken.
- ~ signs denote a feature that is present, for which an insufficient approach has been taken.
- µ signs denote a feature that is present, for which an insufficient approach has been taken.

Summary of testing projects in distributed computing.

in load-testing a system, the workload submitter must ensure a submission rate higher than that of any existing user. Rates of $2 \times 10^3$ submissions/hour and $10^6$ submissions/day must be supported for testing grids and other LSDCSs [3]. The workload generation process must support similar rates if the testing framework generates the workload on-line.

(b) Test Results Management Large amounts of data are produced during testing in an LSDCS. As a first step towards Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) capabilities, there must exist a hierarchy for results storage and aggregation, i.e., by project, by scenario, by test run. There may also be a need for coordination of test tasks and subtasks, where the results of one test (or their aggregates) are used as input to subsequent runs.

4) Extensibility There are many types of LSDCSs, e.g., grid computing, volunteer computing, peer-to-peer computing. As a result:

(a) New Environments and Metrics The design of a testing tool should be extensible, so that new environments and metrics can be supported, i.e., through plug-ins or configurable policies.

(b) Test Templates With so many alternatives, there must exist a set of templates (best practices) for commonly used scenarios. The scenarios are configured by the user at test time.

B. Related Work

We survey here studies related to testing in real LSDC(C)Ss (i.e., from grids to the Internet). Table I presents a summary of these studies; more details about four directions in LSDC(C)S testing are given below.

Grid/Cluster benchmarking Following results from the parallel systems community, e.g., the NASA Parallel Benchmarks, several grid performance evaluation and benchmarking approaches focus on tests using micro-kernels, and application benchmarks [10], [16], [11]. These approaches have a limited applicability in LSDCSs, due to the heterogeneity and to the dynamic state of these systems.

Grid performance evaluation Few performance evaluation tools have been proposed in the context of grids [17], [12]. Even for these few, the research effort has been directed to providing solutions for distributed deployment and testing. Thus, relatively little focus has been given to the other goals presented at the beginning of this section.

Internet testing The research road for testing the Internet and the World Wide Web started with simple observations (characterization) from a single point in the network, and is still evolving towards completely decentralized testing using realistic workloads [20]. The Internet testing tools do not address the following four design goals: ability to generate realistic workloads for LSDCSs, ability to collect and store annotation data, high rates for the submission of real applications, and support for LSDCS environments and metrics.

III. THE GRENCHMARK FRAMEWORK: APPROACH AND UNIQUENESS

In this section we present an overview of the GrenchMark framework, and describe two of its unique features: workload analysis and modeling, and results analysis and storage.

A. Overview

Figure 1 shows an overview of the GrenchMark framework. The five main components are numbered; early versions of the components 3, 4, and 5 have been presented in our previous work [5]. The framework description presented below follows the design goals introduced in Section II-A. To support the “realism” goal, the Workload Modeler (component number 2) makes use of databases of workloads and of workload models, and additionally provides mechanisms for truncation, scaling, and filtering of representative data. The database of real applications provides the Workload Generator (component number 3) with application that can be executed in real systems. To support the “reproducibility” goal, the Test Manager (component number 1) and the Workload Submitter (component number 4) can replay tests and sub-tests, and
test provenance and annotation data are stored with the test results by the Data Manager (component number 5). The Workload Submitter receives feedback from the tested environment, allowing tests that are LSDCS-specific, i.e., in which the submission depends on dynamic or delayed information (e.g., testing with grid workflows, or testing with service-level agreements). As annotation data, the Data Manager typically stores resource availability and consumption information, and the logs of different grid middleware.

This design specifies only the minimal set of capabilities present in a GRENCHMARK implementation. These can be extended to accommodate more testing environments and metrics. Besides plug-ins, which require the installation of new sub-components, extensions can be made through test templates, that is, non-binary configuration files interpreted by the Test Manager to define how a test is conducted.

Our approach distinguishes itself from other approaches (see the previous section) in several key aspects. Compared to previous grid testing tools, GRENCHMARK supports the complete process of testing LSDCSs, with richer workload modeling and generation, more detailed results analysis and storage, and support for test templates. Compared to Internet testing tools, GRENCHMARK takes specific steps to ensure repeatable testing (rare in the Internet), and adapts to the testing specifics of LSDCSs.

B. Unique Workload Analysis and Modeling Features

From the (real) traces stored in the Workloads Database, the workload analysis tools that are part of the Workload Modeler can extract automatically the parameters of a workload model, and also assess if the model selected by the user fits well the existing traces. This unique approach reduces one of the biggest risks in testing: that of using an unrealistic workload model.

The contents of LSDCS workloads have been characterized only recently. Unlike the workloads of parallel production environments (e.g., supercomputers, homogeneous clusters) [21], the workloads of LSDCSs are dominated by single-processor jobs, many of which are logically inter-dependent, that is, either part of bags-of-tasks or of workflows [3], [22]. The GRENCHMARK framework is the first to support these two classes of workloads for LSDCSs.

C. Unique Results Analysis and Storage Features

Most previous work has been dedicated to assessing the raw performance of a system. However, for LSDCSs the high rate of failures and other abnormal behavior means that performance should not be the only or even the primary concern of testing. The GRENCHMARK framework looks beyond raw performance, and is able to assess the stability, the scalability, and the reliability of LSDCSs.

Similar to the Internet, LSDCSs have complex, multi-layer middleware stacks. Unlike the Internet, due to the timescales involved in executing jobs, LSDCSs can afford to log most of the state transitions occurring in their middleware stacks. As a result, it is possible to extract metrics at four levels: the job-, the operational-, the application-, and the service-level metrics. The GRENCHMARK is the first framework that can assess for LSDCS metrics at each of these levels. To this end, besides the analytical part, the Data Manager stores provenance and annotation data with the test results.

When the performance of the system is under investigation, few testing tools are able to find the removable bottlenecks by explaining their overhead. Without this ability, system tuning remains accessible to few, and is bound to a case-by-case basis. The GRENCHMARK supports assessing the overheads that occur in the generic LSDCS job lifetime depicted in Figure 2. A workflow comprising five jobs (i.e., X, Y, Z, A, and B) is executed by the top layer in a middleware stack, the grid workflow engine (GWFE). Initially, job A is "inactive": it cannot be submitted for execution until its predecessor jobs (i.e., X, Y, and Z) finish executing. After they do, and after some time needed for post-processing and internal state updates, the GWFE changes A’s state to "active", and starts A’s submission process. The job remains "active" until the lower layer in the middleware stack, the grid resource manager, acknowledges the submission; afterwards, A becomes "submitted". The job waits in the grid resource manager’s queue, then starts executing, and after some delay due to messaging A’s state becomes "started". Finally, the job finishes executing and after some more messaging delay A’s state becomes "finished". From that point, the GWFE can begin executing job B. The five independent overhead components (i.e., the $O_\ast$) are supported by GRENCHMARK for the whole middleware stack and for its individual layers.

IV. RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

In this section we present a selection of important challenges related to and results obtained with the GRENCHMARK framework.

A. Challenges in Building the GrenchMark

For the past few years, grids were the most used type of LSDCSs. At the beginning of our work on the GRENCHMARK framework, while large grids were already supporting the work of thousands of scientists, very little was known about their actual use. Because of strict organizational permissions, there were few or no traces of grid workflows available to

Fig. 2. The execution of job A. Boxes represent states. Continuous arrows represent information flows. Five overhead components, i.e., the $O_\ast$, are also depicted.
the grid researcher and practitioner. To address this problem, we have created the Grid Workloads Archive (GWA) [23], an instance of the Workloads Database subcomponent of the GRENCHMARK, and currently the largest source of grid traces (more than 7 million jobs over a period of over 13 operational years). For the GWA we have developed a common data format for LSDCS traces.

By analyzing the GWA data, we were able to establish that the workloads of LSDCSs are dominated by single-processor jobs often logically grouped in bags-of-tasks or workflows. We have built and validated a model for bags-of-tasks in LSDCS [24], which is the first to model bags-of-tasks explicitly rather than modeling only independent jobs [25]. As a result, our model is able to fit the existing traces with high accuracy while using only simple probabilistic distributions; thus, it is also more intuitive and tractable than previous alternatives. We have also investigated several workflow-based workloads that await validation against more real traces [22], [9].

B. Beyond Raw Performance with the GrenchMark

Over the past 18 months, we have used the reference implementation in over 25 testing scenarios in grids (e.g., Globus-based), in peer-to-peer systems (e.g., BitTorrent-based), and in heterogeneous computing environments (e.g., Condor-based). Globus is arguably the most used grid middleware: it counts over 5,000 file transfer servers and about 100,000 service head-nodes (a service head-node can manage anything from one cluster to one processor) [26]. BitTorrent is currently the most used peer-to-peer file-sharing network [27]. Condor is one of the most used resource management systems: in 2006, Condor was used to manage at least 60,000 resources grouped in over 1750 pools [28]. We have also used the GRENCHMARK capabilities for testing and two real LSD(C)Ss before their deployment: the Koala grid scheduler [29], and the Tribler peer-to-peer file-sharing network [27]. Below we present three results that are important for both researchers and system developers.

By generating a wide variety of workloads, we were able to show evidence that the real performance obtained by grid middleware stacks was lower than the performance predicted by simulation approaches [5]. In a recent study focused on GWFEs, we were also able to attribute the performance loss to overhead, and to show which overhead components are the most important [9]. Figure 3 shows the total overhead and the overhead breakdown for one middleware stack. The overhead is significant: over 15 seconds per job. From the overhead components, the most important is $O_i$, followed by $O_{f}$ and $O_{st}$; these overhead components correspond to various state updates for the workflow jobs. The relative influence of each overhead component does not vary greatly with the workload size. Thus, better performance can be expected through improvements in the speed of updating the state of workflow jobs.

One of the often ignored characteristics of a tested system is its stability, here, its ability to behave identically when faced with the same workload. Using the ability of GRENCHMARK to replay workloads under identical conditions, we assess the stability of a middleware stack by running independently ten identical test runs. Each run comprises the execution of the same workload with a size of 10 workflows/workload. Figure 4 depicts the workflow makespan distribution for each of the ten runs: five out of the ten runs (runs 1 and 5–8) hint towards the overall middleware stack’s stability. However, the other five runs exhibit wide ranges of makespans, which makes the system overall unstable. We have obtained similar stability results for various middleware stacks and for various levels of metrics, i.e., for the operational-level workflow makespan, for the job-level wait time. This result gives further evidence why the simulation of LSDCSs is difficult: the system performance cannot be realistically considered as fixed.

Another aspect often ignored in simulations is the scalability of the system. We have shown in our previous work that the scalability of a grid is often limited by the scalability of the grid middleware stack operating on the head-node [5]; the simulation assumption is that a head-node would be able to manage the concurrent execution of thousands of jobs. We have assessed the head-node scalability for four grid middleware stacks that include GWFEs [9]. Figure 5 shows the resource consumption for the four middleware stacks under a moderate workload (300 jobs grouped in 10 workflows). Stack 2 leads to the full utilization of the processor, to a number of 300-500 concurrently opened sockets (a common limit in today’s operating systems is 1024), and to 50-60% memory usage. This indicates that Stack 2 would scale with difficulty to larger workload sizes. In contrast to Stack 2,
Stack 1 would scale much easier, in particular with regard to the memory usage (the consumption of which it heavily optimizes). The Stacks 3 and 4 offer trade-offs between the resource consumption of the Stacks 1 and 2.

V. ONGOING AND FUTURE WORK

Today’s LSDCSs, e.g., grids, are promising to provide a computational infrastructure for thousands of scientists. Until now, researchers have focused on creating interfaces to make this infrastructure easy-to-use, or on developing algorithms for more efficient use of the grid infrastructures. However, the deployed LSDCSs are exhibiting low performance, high failure rate, and complex functionality problems. Furthermore, there is a lack of in-depth and comparative studies of the existing solutions. To address these two problems, in this work we have presented the GRENCHMARK framework for testing LSDCSs that focuses on realistic and repeatable testing. We have shown how our framework fulfills the goals of testing LSDCSs and presented its workload analysis and modeling, and results analysis and storage features. Using the GRENCHMARK reference implementation, we were able to assess the characteristics of real LSDCSs beyond the raw performance, and for various metric levels.

We believe the GRENCHMARK can become the basis for common performance evaluation framework for LSDCSs. We are currently following two research directions: enabling testing capabilities on large-scale experimental platforms, and building an LSDCS performance database.
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